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ABSTRACT
This experimental work investigates the impact of substituting part of the conventional aggregates with rubber aggregates on certain characteristics of the cement concretes. This incorporation of rubber aggregates resulting from cutting
worn tires in practical sizes decreases the mechanical resistances of the concretes while improving slightly the fluidity
of the tested mixtures. The effect of these aggregates on the shrinkage of the concretes at an early age is appreciable and
even very interesting for the concretes used, for example, in road construction. This technique of cutting worn tires
without any further treatment makes it accessible to everyone which helps not only in saving the environment by getting
rid of this cumbersome waste but also in saving traditional aggregates.
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1. Introduction
The management of worn tires poses a major problem for
all third world countries. Also, with the increasing number of vehicles, the industrial development which several
countries are currently knowing, and the small percentage of recycled worn tires (retreaded or used for other
purposes) due to the absence of an adequate plan for
eliminating this waste, these countries know surely a
major environmental problem. The absence of statistics
on this subject does not enable us today estimate suitably
the mass of worn tires thrown in nature or burned in public dumpsters. But if we compare these countries with the
European Union countries which took this problem in
charge, through legislation, recycling companies, research, we can say that many countries are postponing
the solution to this problem, and that the mass of worn
tires can only be considerable.
One of the recommended solutions to solve this environmental problem is to incorporate rubber aggregates
resulting from cutting worn tires in the cement concretes
[1-6]. On this subject, several studies concerning the use
of rubber aggregates resulting from crushing worn tires
were carried out. These research works showed that the
benefits of associating rubber-cement in the development
of cementing composites with high deformability [7-9]
and on the durability of these composites [10].
Moreover, the benefit which we can gain from using
the cement concretes for the roadways makes us think
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about multiplying the studies on the cement composites
that incorporate rubber aggregates since the rigidity of
the cement concretes can make it possible either to decrease the granular layer necessary to the asphalt roadway or to allow the use of less resistant concretes. This is
the case with the use of concretes having a considerable
part of rubber aggregates resulting from worn tires.
With a great ecological concern and in saving traditional aggregates, we have replaced a part of the conventional aggregates by rubber aggregates resulted from cutting worn tires. The study that we propose was realized
in two stages, with two different teams, and in two distinct periods of time in order to test the repeatability of
certain results and the significance of some factors.

2. Methodology of the Study
Various sizes of coarse aggregates and rubber aggregates
were used in many studies, and most investigators replaced either the fine or coarse aggregates in the concrete
mixes partially or wholly by a volume of rubber aggregate. The size and grading of rubber aggregates used by
various investigators varied considerably [9,11,12]. In
this study, we wanted to test rubber aggregates of forms
and sizes different from those used in most of the other
studies ecause the size and form of rubber aggregates
play a major role in determining the characteristics of the
concretes.
The present research study consists of a basic concrete
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(control mix) whose formulation was given by the mean
of the Gorisse-Dreux method [13] to replace each time a
part of the volume of traditional gravels by rubber aggregates obtained from cutting worn tires without any
treatment which makes it accessible to everyone to use
(Figure 1).
In the first stage, we achieved from the basic formulation of Table 1 three volumetric substitutions: 5%, 1%
and 15% of aggregates (8/16 mm) by rubber aggregates
of sizes ranging between 10 and 12 mm. These mixes
will be considered as (F1).
In the light of the results obtained from the first stage,
we chose a second formulation (Table 2) with the same
proportioning of cement but with ratios G/S and W/C
higher compared to the first, a more significant aggregate
substitution, and with a more spread out granularity and
coarser concretes. This time we substituted limestone
gravels (8/16) and (16/25) by rubber aggregates of the
two classes: 10/12 mm and 16/20 mm. The substitution is
always volumetric; it is of: 10%, 20% and 30%. These
mixes will be considered as (F2).
All mixtures were mixed in a conventional blade-type
mixer where mixing procedures were the same for all
concrete mixes. Three slump tests were conducted to
assess the workability of the control concrete and the
concrete containing rubber aggregates. It is worth mentioning that we measured the shrinkage of all mixtures F2

Figure 1. Aggregates rubber used in the study.
Table 1. Mix proportions of first control mix [14].
Materials

Quantity (kg/m3)

Dune Sand (0/3 mm)

536

Crushed Gravel (3/8 mm)

259

Crushed Gravel (8/16 mm)

933

Cement CEM II 42.5

400

Water

205
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Gravel/Sand = 2.22
(G/S)

Water/Cement = 0.51
(W/C)

Table 2. Mix proportions of second control mix [14].
Materials

Quantity (kg/m3)

Dune Sand (0/3 mm)

515

Crushed Gravel (3/8 mm)

160

Crushed Gravel (8/16mm)

392

Gravel/Sand = 2.45
(G/S)

Crushed Gravel (16/25mm) 710
Cement CEM II 42.5

400

Water

218

Water/Cement = 0.55
(W/C)

(with or without rubber aggregate) at different ages (3, 7,
14 and 28 days). The following tests were carried out to
establish the mechanical properties of concrete:
 Compressive strength;
 Flexural strength.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Entrained Air and Workability
The incorporation of the rubber aggregates is without
effect on the percentage of entrained air (Figure 2). The
quantities of entrained air for the tested mixtures remain
comparable with the values of the current concretes
which vary between 1% and 2.5% [15]. On the other
hand, most authors reported that when the rubber aggregate was added to the concrete, the content of air increased considerably. They also observed that the content
of air increased in concrete mixtures with increasing
amounts of rubber aggregates [11,16,17].
The increase in W/C ratio increases the slump of the
mixtures regardless of the rubber aggregates’ rate in the
mixtures. On the other hand, the workability of the mixtures knows a slight improvement with the presence of
the rubber aggregates (Figure 3). The shape and the surface of the aggregates resulted from tires (smoother than
the traditional gravels) have for sure something to do
with this improvement.

Air entrainment (%)

194

Figure 2. The effect of the substitution rate on the percentage of entrained air of the concretes.
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Figure 3. The effect of the substitution rate on the workability of the concretes.
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Figure 4. Average of flexural strengths.

3.2. Mechanical Resistances
The compressive and the flexural strengths of concrete
specimens were determined after 7 and 28 days of standard curing. Three measurements were taken on cylindrical specimens with a diameter of 16 cm, at height of
32 cm for compression, and beam specimens of 7 × 7 ×
28 cm for flexural strength tests. We have noted a dispersion of test results of the various specimens which is
due to the nonhomogeneous distribution of rubber aggregates in the concretes.
The flexural and the compressive strengths, according
to the incorporation rate in rubber aggregates, are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. As expected, the mechanical
resistances decrease appreciably with the incurporation
of rubber aggregates. This decline of mechaniccal resistances is significant as the substitution rate is high.
This work confirms the results of other studies with
small sized rubber aggregates [18] and [19]. Even by
incorporating fragments of tires of great dimensions in
the concretes, Toutanji [20] also noted strong falls of
resistances in compression. The defect of adherence between the rubber and the cementing matrix justifies this
fall of mechanical resistances. We would have tried to
improve this adherence, but according to S. Bonnet [18]
even a preliminary chemical treatment of the rubber
grains’ surface before the mixing, as recommended by
certain authors [21,22], would only slightly improve the
compressive strengths.
It is noted that the compressive strengths of mixes F2
are higher than F1. This is due to the mixtures workability, the increase in the proportion of gravels in the mixtures, and probably the wide range of aggregate sizes in
mixes F2.
The results show also that the addition of rubber aggregates resulted in a significant reduction in compressive and Flexural strengths of concrete compared to the
control concrete. This reduction increased with increasing the percentage of rubber aggregate (Figures 6 and 7).
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 5. Average of compressive strengths.

Figure 6. The reduction of flexural strengths.

Figure 7. The reduction of compressive strengths.
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It is noted also that, the evolution of resistances in time
is not the same for all the tested concretes. The ratio of
the compressive strengths at 7 days compared to that of
28 days of the concretes with rubber aggregates is higher
than that of the control concrete (Figure 8) and this for
the two tested formulations.

3.3. Drying Shrinkage
We have taken the measurements according to the time
of length variation of beam specimens of concrete preserved in an uncontrolled atmospheric environment
(moisture and ambient temperature of the laboratory).
The specimens were provided with 20 cm distant studs,
and the measurements were carried out by a retractometer.
The curves of Figure 9 represent the reductions in the
dimensional variations of concrete drying shrinkage in
relation to the time and rate of substitution in rubber aggregates. We notice that the drying shrinkage of the concretes decreases with the increase in the percentage of
rubber aggregates in the concrete. This attenuation of the
shrinkage thus of the cracking can improve the durability
of these cementing composites. It can be explained by
the fact that these composites with rubber aggregates
absorb less water and keep for a longer time the heat released during the hydration of cement. Hence, the treatment of concrete through including rubber would be improved. It seems also that these aggregates obstruct the
propagation of the microscopic cracks. It is worth mentioning that the numerous they are in the mixtures; the
more the effect of these rubber aggregates is felt.
Also, the kinetics of the shrinkage is influenced by the
presence of the rubber aggregates. In effect, the shrinkages measured in concrete specimens with inclusions at
an early age (3 days) are very weak compared to the
shrinkages measured in the control concrete (Figure 7).
With time, the relative reduction in the shrinkages decreases a little. Thus, the time and the rate of substitution

Figure 9. The effect of substitution rate on the shrinkage of
concretes.

have a considerable influence on the relative reduction in
the shrinkages. Measurements of long-term shrinkage
will confirm or reject this report.

4. Conclusion
The study of the substitution effects of coarse traditional
aggregates by rubber aggregates resulting from worn
tires showed a decrease in the mechanical characteristics
of the tested concretes. This reduction is proportional to
the substitution rate of the aggregates. Nevertheless, the
concretes keep a resistance compatible with a possible
use in, for example, the road construction industry and
offer a substantial economy in the traditional aggregates.
Especially, by knowing that the shrinkages measured of
these concretes show that the effects of incorporating
rubber aggregates are not negligible and encourage the
continuation of research in this field. In short, the advantages of substituting parts of the traditional aggregates by
others resulting from worn tires proved to be both economic and ecological.
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